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Electronic Scoreboard Units Ltd

Bowls Scoreboards

Standard Displays
Developed from our original range of indoor bowls scoreboards with 100mm displays which have been installed at
clubs across the country including Bon Accord 2000 Aberdeen, Swansea IBC, The Parks IBC South Shields, King
Alfred BC Hove and Stone Lodge IBC Dartford we now use a standard 150mm (6inch) digit which is suitable for both
indoor and outdoor scoreboards.
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Rink End Scorers
The new rink end scorers can either have integrated score controls - particularly suited for stand alone scorers on
just a few rinks - or can have external or remote score controls.
Wired controls are particularly useful where the scorers are to be mounted high on
the wall and the controls can be set at a lower height ( even at the rink edge).
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Alternatively we offer radio remote controls which allow the score to
be altered from both ends of the rink. The receiver controller allows
manual input of the scores and has the facility to add in rink scores to
one of three totaliser displays. The controller can also input scores
from a ‘phantom’ rink which can be the match scores from an away leg.

Totalisers
Totalisers are used to display the cumulative scores
from selected individual rinks. Control is integrated with
the radio controller and in wired systems control is by
manual switches located either adjacent to each scorer
or centrally at the totaliser.
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Bowls Scoreboards
Combined and Custom Scoreboards
Some clubs use a central scoreboard which shows the scores on all the rinks and which can include a totaliser.

With alphanumeric displays we are able
to render central boards to also display
skip/club names or messages. These
can additionally be used for advertising
and generate revenue for your club.

Custom information can also be
extracted and displayed. Scores and
data may be exported to a computer.

Outdoor
Generally one master scoreboard with radio
remote controls is the optimum solution for
outdoor bowls clubs. The scores are visible
even in strong sunlight due to the high
brightness displays and the polycarbonate
front panel with an anti-glare finish. This is
the same material they make riot shields
from so together with the powder coated
aluminium enclosure this is a very durable
solution.
Side panels are available with rails and sets
of slide in letters to display skip or club
names or alphanumeric displays can be used
for a completely electronic solution:

Something Special
When Potter Leisure Resort , home of the World Indoor Bowls Championships came to us we pulled out all the
stops to produce a 21st century solution for this prestigious venue. Based on a dedicated computer network
with the rinks scores shown on 40” LED screens the summary scores for 12 rinks across two venues could be
displayed, along with live TV and video, on a giant plasma screen in the bar.
Maybe not for everyone but if you need something different then please ask !!
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